
supporting pupils , through supporting
teachers in a setting in which knowledge
and understanding may be shared and
developedbyprofessionalpeers." While other professional groups hâve been
using Systems of peerprofessional support
and consultation, teachers who hâve
considérable knowledge and skill rarely
share this with colleagues. TSTs set up a
forum for professional educators to share,
manage and solve problems which arise
from teachers' individual and immédiate
classroom concerns.

» In seeking assistance teachers make
requests to the team who help them to
define the problem/s, consider possible
alternatives and try out practical stratégies." In that TSTs develop structured
approaches to collaborativeproblem solving
with an emphasis on follow-up and review
they differ from much of the informai peer
support which is to be found in many
schools. Teachers.may often ask each
other for advice. However thèse exchanges
typically take place in the context of busy
staff rooms in a very short space of time
and rarely with any possibility of reviewing
the effects of the advice. TSTs allocate a
dedicated amount of time to a referring
teacher, in a calm and peaceful setting in
which issues may be discussed without
interruption andinconfidence." Crucially they embody the problem solving
cycle in that teachers are offered the
opportunity to monitor and review the,
situation through follow up meetings.

What are the advantages ofTSTs

" as a school resource for collégial
assistance andsupport.

» as a forum for teachers to share expertise
andunderstanding

» as a way of enabling teachers to develop
their approaches to children with spécial
educationalneeds." as a support- for the implementation of
stages 1 to3ofthe CodeofPractice" as a System for schools to offer more
effective provision for children with spécial
educational needs in the context of Local
Management ofSchools.

The best use of what is available. TSTs offer
thepossibility of intervention that is distinctive
by dint of the focus on teachers rather than
children orschoolpolicy. They utilise thesadly
under used potential resource which
consultation andcollectiveproblem solving can
offer teachers. They also provide a way in
which a schoolmay structure andorganise its
response to the Code of Practice. In so doing
they may wellenhance and refine the rôle and
effectiveness of the SEN Co-ordinator. TSTs
may support the formulation and review of
IEPs as part of the practice of offering more
gênerai support to teachers. They may help
schools to establish phorities in their
negotiation for external support services.
Issues raised in TSTs may also feedback into
the institutional and SEN policy development
planningprocess.

How do TSTs work ?
" Typically 3 teachers (the SENco-ordinator,

a senior teacher and another class
teacher)'serve as the core team, who call
on outside support and advisory staff and
parents whenneeded.

" Teams meet weekly or fortnightly with the
teacher making a request for support -
meetings last about 30 minutes each
(usually during lunch time or after school).
A team member usually collects relevant
information about the teacher"s concem
before themeeting.

" Typically one case is dealt with per
meeting, either a new request or a follow-
up. Unless a case is closed a follow-up
dateis always agreedat which the situation
willbe reviewed.

" Teamskeep confidentialnotes about cases
to enable follow-up work and a log of
meetings.

" Teachers involved in meetings need to
hâve some time release from other
responsibilities.

" 777eprinciple andpractical aspects of TSTs
needstaffandhead teachersupport.

In the context of devolved and perhaps
dwindling resources for meeting SEN,
questions of cost effectiveness spur the need
for the development of services which make

For TSTs to operate successfully it would
seem that there needs to be a clear
spécification of the kinds of teaching problems
which could be refenred by teachers to the
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